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ABSTRACT

The phase plane, or displacement versus velocity plane, while

relatively nev; to the engineering field, is particularly suited to

furnishing a comprehensive .cal display of nonlinear it ies operating

under certain conditions.

Although a successive pliase plane application is required to dis-

y a system of order greater than two, a one picture phase plane

presentation is adequate for predicting the stability and transient

performance of a second order system.

Backlash effects are investigated by phase plane techniques in this

thesis.

The writer wishes to express his appreciation to Dr. George J. Thaler,

without whose assistance and encouragement, this thesis would not have been

written.
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1. Backlash

Backlash is a real engineering problem. It exists in all gear

trains to a greater or lesser extent and in rnultiDle gear arrangements,

is the sum of the backlash errors of the individual gears. Dependent

uoon where the servo mechanism error is measured, backlash contributes

either to the steady state error, or instability of the system. Back-

lash is not always detrimental to system performance for when controlled,

can be used to introduce a slight "dither" to a system, which may be

used to provide good lubrication and freedom from stictionai effects.

The second order system consisting of motor and load is treated as

two linear systems ooerating sequentially (a) during the period when the

backlash is taken ud and the load is beinp driven by the motor and (b)

when the load is drifting separately in the backlash region with the

motor being controlled by an error signal venerated from output measured

at either load shaft or motor shaft. Both locations of outout measure-

ment are considered.

1.





2. Dividing Lines

System response may be predicted on the phase Diane by the loci of

four dividing lines in conjunction with system isoclines: (a) system

seoaration line (b) velocity and disolacement of system without load at

time of recombination (c) velocity and disolacement of load at time of

recombination (d) velocity and, displacement of recombined system after

momentum conservation conditions have been satisfied.

This study treats all recombinations as beinp inelastic.

When an error exists in a system, and the system is correcting with

the backlash taken uo, a decelerating torque must eventually be applied to

the motor. At some time afterward, oroviding viscous friction is not

infinite at the load, and that coulomb friction of load can be neglected,

the velocities of the motor and load become different, mechanical con-

tact is lost and separation occurs. This line of separation is a

straight line consisting of that isocline or constant sloDe line at which

the load trajectory and the trajectory of the system with load removed,

have a common slooe. It may be called the "Seoaration dividing line".

Past the separation dividing line, the system ooerates in the backlash

region during which time the load drifts seoarateiy, with undiminished

velocity if its viscous friction is negligible or with a constant de-

celeration oresuming all friction is viscous. The remainder of the system

acts as a stable system with decreased inertia and spirals in towards a

stable focus if system output is measured at motor sha:'t. If the system

outDut is measured at the drifting load, the system does not behave

stably in the backlash region but continues to drive in the reverse

direction until the backlash has taken uo ane system outDut completely





corrected as to disDlacement . From this it may be seen that when the

system output is measured at the drifting load, backlash between motor

and load may make an overdamped system oscillatory.

The initial oosition of system velocity and displacement on the

separation dividing line determines two ooints on the chase plane, load

velocity and displacement at instant of recombination, and system without

load velocity and displacement at instant of recombination. The loci of

these two ooints constitute dividing lines listed in (b) and (c) above,

^ach pair of corresponding points for load and system without load,

velocity and displacement at recombination, in turn determine a point

on the locus for recombined system velocity and displacement. This final

point is obtained from satisfying the conservation of momentum considera-

tions where individual momentums are defined for load and system without

load. Trajectories for the recombined system originate from this final

dividing line and the system retains its original characteristics until

the next separation dividing line is reached, after which, separation and

recombination occur as in the previous half cycle.

If in response to a steo disDlacement, the system attains a ouiescent

condition, with or without steady state displacement error, the system is

said to be stable.

If the final state of the system is one of a constant amoiitude

oscillation, the system is said to have a limit cycle. The magnitude of

this limit cycle may be determined by any of the possible non linearities

of the system, dead zone, etc. but in this thesis, only limit cycles

resulting from backlash are considered.





3. Output measured at motor shaft, load having viscous friction.

Consider first, the system in which the output measuring device is

mounted on the motor shaft. The backlash existing in the gear train be-

tween motor and load is outside of the feedback loop as shown in "Fig.l rt
.

The closed loop is completely linear. Ultimate stability with a steady

state displacement error less than or equal to the amount of the backlash

is the result. The drifting load can at most store energy and since the

load does not determine the output measurement, it does not demand more

peer from the source than is required. The combined viscous friction

of the load and the system without load represent energy dissipations

which insure stability.

^ MOTOR

GEARS

WITH
BACKLASH

r
J v_

LOAD

Figure (l)

When the backlash is taken up, the differential equations for the system

are:

(1) N 7 N m "f~ TL Go =

(2) T - /f< £

(3) V - RI + & d<sn





0) Z
(5) V

Y- - /T;
* \

i
-« 7r N6°)

ft.? (e« - e°)

Where

y-

Kn - motor torque constant ft t
lb

*?t A^ / /T/\l/V = friction of
J- amp. 7" -^- system

Ko = motor venerator constant X2i££,^ rad./sec,

Ko = error measurement constant v
£:fffi

sysi

thout loa<

KXK3
= K

R = armature resistance

N = gear ratio

Jm = inertia of system

R

rnd. motor
rid. output

ft. lbs.„

e./?

without load rad./sec.*"

ordered displacement Qu

N

displacement of load

(5^ = displacement of
combined system

(9,77 * displacement of
system without load

Letting /[/ =1 9« =1

From equation (6), to obtain the equation for the isoclines of the

combined system:

w a + f ?"„+ FL
) o = / A

^/m + kJ>- m
/ - Bo





Letting So_
__ 7? = s /opt of Tr«J?<y°--/

Oo ( '

./- / '

q / / so c f m £

/
/jn -,- y^

When the system with load removed constitutes a closed system, an

equation for the isoclines may be written as follows:

'9) ^ ^V / /^ On, ~ /C f / - Orn

(10) & , A / 7* +
<f>

Where /&V, = 6>~

A/ /
/ ym

Or-

Under deceleration conditions, when the velocity of the system without

load is equal to the velocity of the load drifting separately, separation

occurs and the backlash becomes operative. The isocline for the drifting

load is determined by the friction and inertia of the load.

(id l/ e. -t A @a- = °

(12) ^ = - £L - 7*

To prove that the system remains combined until it reaches the isocline

of the system without load which has the same slope as the load trajectory,

consider the following, assuming that ^7, -- ?

z

- ^
as shown in "Fig. ?" .'





77 = O ?*

Figure (2)

(13)

C1U)

where

Since

So

a**

/

- /

O at time of separation
m o

I >

if separation is attempted when ?9 for the combined system

isocline is equal to /j? for the drifting load, the motor will ac-

celerate, keening the system combined until /^ for the system without

load is common with '/^ of the drifting load.

To find the loci for the dividing lines:

(a) system without load velocity and displacement at recombination,

(b) load velocity and displacenent at time of recombination, the equa-

tions of the individual systems are solved as linear equations, using

initial conditions determined from ^ ^on the separation dividing lines,

and final conditions determined by the amount of backlash to be taken up.

For the combined system:

d5) / m /. Jl ) e /- (ft* <- ft) k + Koc --• A'&«





For the system with load removed:

(i6) Jm 0^ + An &m / /\ e^ = A' o^

For the load drifting separately

d7) jl ^ - .+ /=! <a = o

At separation

C^,^, = Olo = Cvoc — displacement of system with /wi thou

t

load

C^>-77o =. (^) __ .^^i — velocity of system with/without load

Putting these conditions into the system with load removed and solving

yields:

(18) SU fS y- /£ S -f ^ \ - A'O* a S Omo
{ -A7 y~7 / j a

/=^

Since the isoclines are straight lines, f^-r, ~/~~
a ry

where (£> is the anple the common load, system without load isocline

makes with the positive &c ' &/% axis. ^*/7?0 may be expressed in

terms of &rrr?c as

(W) £> = «_ ^ 0.'/7~7C

/<< r?

Equation (1^) then reduces to





(20) e,
/Co./?m

S(S\ £k s + K
-h {&„ + ®i° V , />

Jr. Jrr

(21)
*

9m =. ffe*

^_/rr? Jm

/? 7*n
J*

y
\

S i- -h a
Jr.

rr? c
rn

S *-
-r f> S y- *T/,

V*,

tent- On
y- s (~/? "^rz 1S ^

(s*- + '2-5 ir •£-
'rn

For the load only, imposing initial conditions yields:

(22) £? ^
7« ^7 2$

J"y A
J*.

-yr &>S^o

(23) ajL =.

* ( s + fi/^.
m

S ¥- /=*

n rocombination occurs, neglecting elastic bounce of gear teeth,

£>rr/ and £9^ change instant; neously in accordance with the law of

conservation of momentum, to satisfy the following equation:

(24) 'm t^ e< &m s- a

The loci of the divi< ing lines for m Or* &^ C?/-
J





^ c
j &° at recombination are obtained as follows:

Equations (20) and (22) are solved as a function of time and

plotted with an arbitrary ordinate scale, for examole let 1 in. ordi-

nate displacement = 1 rad., as in "Fig. 3", which is representative of

any system where backlash is outside the feedback loop.

Figure (3)

To find time (t) at which .2 rad. backlash is taken uo given an initial
m

condition of Okc = .£, proceed as follows: Since above figure was

plotted using g)^ as a parameter with 1 rad. = 1 in., let

ordinate = scale of 1 rad = 2 in. = /."? . .2 rad. backlash repre-

sented by separation between S^ and &m is now equal to .h in.

Wit? dividers, fit .h in. to time ( t) for recombination, (t) is

found to be .9 5 sec

10





To find time (t) at which . 2 rati, backlash is taken up given an initial

condition of ^.o ~ « 2 ,
let ordinate scale be 1 rad. = 5 in. or

1 in. = . ? rad. Backlash of .? rad is now equal to 1 in. With dividers

fit 1 in. between and 0^ , read ( t) on abscissa equal to 1.U5 sec.

11





To find time (t) at which . 2 rad backlash is taken up *Lven an initial

condition of Q^ - . lf let ordinate scale be 1 rad>
. lQ .^ or

1 in. = . 1 rad. Backlash of . 2 rad is now equal to 2 in. With dividers

fit 2 in. between £> and @m , read ft) on atocissa at 2.05 sec.

Comolete loci of dividing lines are obtained by substituting values

of ft) obtained from initial conditions of Q^ , into equations (20),

(21), f??), and (23). Resulting values of xa A ^ A
are then plotted on the phase plane. £)o and £) are obtained by

substituting values of <?„ and Q , frorn equations (21) and (23)

into equation (2I|), for corresponding times.

In the case where outout is measured at the motor shaft,

upon recombination is equal to the displacement of ^ . When system

output is measured at the load, ^ upon recombination is equal to

the displacement of .

*"
12





4. Stability

A spot check of stability may be made at any particular recombination

point by treating the phase plane trajectories as logarithmic spirals with

trans format ions as follov;:

For the combined system let ^/^ / JL = ^j /% -f /{_

(25) JSo + F£> + /K6o =- /< &x

(26) a j
Oc l/

(27) l e f- Oo = ^ ^/? - £>•

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32) /^^-^)^
(33) y^ -

r- 'Zj^ez/-^*)
- r*

r/j- ^y
Q/7

jl Sec Z c/ Z.

(34) _ ^r^P-<a)=

= //? r^x^ /-

'*-&*«"£)&S/, - -^-r, Jec z c/^s

•c/*

/</

-2.

"jZ-
j~rc 2T

i?rc /gl r?

k -Zj- c

z~

13





(35) Cos Z -

(36) -V^-«.

^ /="

>£ ./-

^ ^/ « 7*

= -&A*/*/ - ry+j z.

<<
z -

<??~6 ^/7

JL(3?) & ~~
^<2, ^5r- ^ / % (G/f - 00

cr
-%Jz r/<y _ f2

- \

To determine if a particular recombination point on a trajectory is

approaching stability (i.e., the recombined trajectory is closer to the

stable focus than prior to separation) , it is nocesaary to compare values

of C obtained from the coordinates of the trajectory where separation

occurs and from the coordinates, where recombination occurs,

the conservation of momentum criteria having been first satisfied.

(38) q _ / \ e.*-% eye* - a) / -^ (e« - e,)

e
^~^>

^-*V#- C£>

u





If C ( Qc C'c .
) recombined )> Q ( Q Q) unseparated, the trajectory

will diverge into a limit cycle. This comparison of values of C is

illustrated in Fig. 6. This method is applied to test limit cycles

developed in cases III and IV.

OlSePG rO. '?

Figure (6)

15





5. Output measured at load, load having viscous friction.

When the backlash is placed inside the feedback loop, i.e., when

the output is measured at the load, the configuration of the system is

as illustrated in Fig. 7.

Figure (7)

In the combined region, behavior of the system is identical to that of

the system described in section throe; however, the system with load re-

moved, as it is when in the backlash region, is no longer a closed system.

The system with load removed is driven open loop and attempts to correct .

the error as usual. It is prevented from doing so by the existence of

backlash. In this attempt, the ,inertia of the system with load removed

develops a momentum which in an underdamped system always causes instability

and a consequent limit cycle, but for the presence of coulomb friction.

Equation (9) reduces to

(39) dm e„ + fa em = fa (e« - GL
)

Since from equation (22), Q in La Place form is equal to

(e* f- 6?LO
r<zn P

sj- + &io

S( s +

equation (20) is reduced to

L.

16





(ho) Q„ =
K m

(U)
arn

&/T7 <Vjm &"*

**(*+ ry^) 5 St<- S+ '*

/- amo

(- Gma

+
/+€>*

Tan <?

to, ? -«sti,*/r?o
i~

(5?,rr7c

5(^ r~//„) s(s+&Xs*§) ("5rn

Since the system with load removed is not suitable for the isocline

method, a time solution of equations (hO) and (Ul) is required.

A olot of t versus Q and
L
result in a praoh similar to Up. 8

and is used as previously described in section three to give values of

ft) for computation of Q^ O^ O, 0<_ O*, dividing lines.

Cxm o

Figure (H)
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6. Case I. Output measured at motor shaft.

Given system

Combined

(U2) / QQ + . 8 Go + &o = /

System with load separated

Load

fUU) .¥ 6L + .7Z &<_ = O
Backlash . 2 rad.

Iftocline at which load separates from system is determined fror load

eouation.

(U5, i . % = -^ = -*
To find isoclines of combined system letting Q — /

(U6) ^ / . = / - <^c

Computed values of arctan ^ for various values of N. are as listed
/- Oo

in table one.

18





Table (1)

N
,

Arc tan N
,

Arctan ^—

/- ^

10 - 5.30
°

- .2

<3

- 59

7 - 7.31° - .3 - 63. U
°

5 -9.78° - .5 - 73.3

3 -111. 75° - .7 - 81*. 3

'

2 -19.65° - .R
o

00

1.5 -23.5° - 1 78.7

l -29.05
°

- 1.2 68.2

.7 -33.7° - 1.5 55
°

.5 -37.6
°

- 1.7 1*8

. 3 -1*2.25° - 2 39.8
'

.2 -US
'

- 2.5 30. U5

.1 -1*8* - 3 2U.U5
°

-51.35
°

- 5 13.39

.1 -55 - 7 9.15

-10 6.20

19





To find isoclines of system wi th load separated

/.€€ C / — On? )(U7) '^ V . -

Q^r,

•

Table (2)

** arc tan
/

6>^
N2

arc tan J5^ .

/- <9~7

10 - 7.0h° - .7 - *5.7

7 - 9.7° - .8
o

- 90

5 -12.95° - 1 B1.U5
°

3 - 19.35° - 1.5 62.3

2 - 25.5
°

- 2 U8
°

1 - 36.5
*

- 2.5 38.1

1.5 - 30.1
°

- 3 31.2

.7 - Ul.6
*

- 5 17.62

.5 - U5.75* - 7 12.13

.3 - 50.U5
"

- 10 8.25

.2 - 51.13
"

.1 - 55.95
°

- 59
°

-.1 - 62.3

-.2 - 65. e
°

- .3 - 69. U5
°

o

-.5 - 77.31

20





To obtain loci for @m &*, Q &c dividing lines, it is necessary to

solve equations for 0^ <S>^ using initial conditions determined from

separation dividing line of /
/ tg — —.8

(WO Or* + .8 &rn + '' && &"> = A GG €

Tn l^aPlace form

(U9)
C^^7 - J

Roots of quadratic factor are — // -/-
/• /£.j?S~

(5o) O^ - /£££ . BrnoO*'*)* &'

(51) &„ = / - J^ e-^,;, /^'^

~_EiZiL_ <r jv^ /.zzsTj- o^ o e cos /.z*s-c

For load separately

In La Place Form

(53) O l
= _^L° V- <^?«

5 fs + .a), s

,er
(55) 6>^ = 6>— c

Equations ($1) and (H4-) are evaluated at tines indicated from factors

listed in Table three. These equations are then plotted for 6^of .1 tc

produce a graoh similar to Fig. 3., from which values of time for recom-

bination are obtained for various initial values of Qm .

21





t
.1 .1222

Table \

.q6oh .0232

Qrry

.0096 .0096

.2 .2125 .0231 .85h5 .0183 .0183

.1 .17)6 .8521 .7260 .0328 .03U25

.6 .6706 .7866 .6100 .0131 .OU76

.a .8305 .7260 .5275 .OU9 3 .059

1.0 .9h0fi .6700 .U500 .0515 .0688

1.2 .99U9 .6188 .3830 .0503 .077

1.5 .o6U2 .5U90 .3015 .OU32 .0873

.. .8070 .U865 .2370 .0321 .0955

2.0 .6377 .UU90 .2020 .023U .0955

2.2 .U275 .U1U5 .1720 .0116 .1035

2.3 .3175 .3085 .1590 .0103 .105

2.5 . )750 .3680 .1355 .0023 .108

2.' -.0U36 .35UO .1250 -.0013 .] m
2.8 -. 289 .3260 .1063 -.0077 .1115

3.2 -. 200 .2780 .1770 -.0159 .1153

3.5 -. 910 .2U60 . 1608 -.01 p
3 .1175

3.9 -.Q975 .2100 • OUaO -.0171 .119 h

From plotting and scaling as described in section three, it was deter-

mined that .2 rad. backlash war taken up at times indicated in Table

four corresponding to initial separation values of Q^ c as indicated.

Values of £p/T7 g Q Q were obtained from substitution of values

of 0^0 and t, in eauations (51) (52), (5U) and (55). Values of @c

were obtained from substituting values of ^ and £> into equation (2h).

22





Table h

Qmo r e„ Qm St. &. c/o recombined

.9 i.i 1.1*60 -.059U 1.660 .372 .1150

.8 1.175 1.1*06 -.092*5 1.607 .3135 . D61*8

.7 1.23 1.31*8 -lllh 1.51*8 .262 .0379

.6 1.32 1.288 -.1301* 1.U89 .208 .0055

.5 1.1*1* 1.226 -.11*17 1.1*26 .159 -.0213

.1* 1.59 1.161 -.1U22 1.360 .112 -.01*05

.3 1.825 1.080 -.1261* 1.289 .0697 -.3331

.2 2.35 1.013 -.0812 1.213 .0298 -.0368

.13 2.7 -.0605 -.0195 1.11*36 .0151 - . )057

Dividing lines were plotted on the phase plane of the system shown in

Fig. 9. Phase trajectories were formed by standard phase plane tech-

niaues. The transient response of "the system as obtained from the

phase plane by methods outlined in Control System Synthesis by Truxal,

pape 629, is shown in Fig. 10. Values of displacement versus time for

transient response are listed in Table five.
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t ee

.258 .026

. 520 .1

.759 .2

1.133 .h

UU72 .6

1.805 .8

2.221 1.0

a
Table ?

ft
5.710 .9929

a
.9929

5.810 .986 .986

6.010 .9758 .97U7

6.210 .9681 .96U8

6.iao .9635 .9 56U

6.61 .0619 .9U91

at m .1x2

1.0393 1.0393

1.075 1.075

1.13U 1.1U

1.202 1.2U2

1.211 1.282

1.206 1.315

1.177 1.358

Separation occurs at O

i

2.321

2.U21

2.621

3.021

3.221

3.U21

3.721

Recombination occurs

U.369 1.130

U.837 1.08

5.5U5 l.oi

5.61 1.00

Separation occurs at lo -.07u

From Fig. 9 it may be seen that the system as described is stable and

contains a residual steady state displacement error ^^ the amount of

the backlash. A step displacement input of 1.0 is seen to separate
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into load and system without load at =. / - .Li2, at point A.

The load is seen to follow a constant deceleration isocline of -.8

while the system without the load converges towards the stable focus.

Recombination occurs when the system without load is at B and the

load is at 3 . The momentum balance causes the recombined trajectory

to originate from point C. Separation reoccurs at point D and recom-

bination does not occur thereafter since the output measuring device

is inside the -Limits of the backlash. The load comes to rest with

-.091 rad. residual error.

A steo displacement input originating at
o
- / Oo~ 1 is seen to

separate at Q a - 1, recombine when the system without load is at E

and the load is at E . The recombined trajectory is seen to originate

from F, reseparate at 0, recombine at H, H ,1 and separate again at J

where the outout detector is once again inside the backlash region so that

further correction is impossible.

Fig. 10 describes the transient response to a steo displacement in-

put of 1.0 rad. From the fipure it may be seen that system resonant fre-

quency changes between combined and unconr ined systems, and that velocity

changes abruptly upon recombination.

Fig. 11 is a plot of O^ 0^ at separation.
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7. Case II. Outout measured at motor shaft.

Load possesses no viscous friction.

Civen system.

Combined

( 56)
te.+.zo- + &° = /

System as closed loop with load separated.

(57) .j-a, + :z. e„ + &^ = /

Load separately

(58) - jr& = O

Backlash .3 rad.

Isocline at which load separates from system is determined by the

isocline equation for the load.

(5R) • ^T^l * O O^ =i O ^3 =

lb find the isoclines for the combined system, letting <f9/p - 1

(59) ^ ^ - ^ -

Slopes of the isoclines are given in Table six.
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7<
OO 0° .2

Table 6

-68.2° -3 19.66°

10 - 5.61° .1 -7^.3° -5 11.77°

7 - 7.91" -78.7
s

-7 R.36*

5 -10.9
° -.1 -81*.

3*
-10 5.83°

3 -17.35° -.2 -90
°

2.5 -20.35" -.3 31;.
3°

2.0 -21*.
5°

-.5
o

73.3

i'.5 -30.1*5° -.7 63. U
°

1.2 -35.55° -1.0 51.35°

1.0 -39.8° -1.2 U5 °

.7 -U8 ° -1.5 37.6
°

.5 -55* -2.0 29.05
'

.3 -63.U° -2.5 23.5
*

To find isoclines for the system with load separated

Slopes of the isoclines are given in Table seven.
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Table 7

oo - .1 -B1.U6

10 -10.89° - .2 -8U.3
°

7 -15.3° - .3 -87.15
'

5 -20.33' - .U -90

3 -30.16° - .5 87.15
'

2.5 -3U.6
°

- .7
Dl.U6

c

2.0 -39.8
°

-1.0 73.3
°

1.5 -U6.U5
°

-1.2 68.2
°

1.2 -51.3
"

-1.5 61.2
*

1.0 -55.0
°

-2.0 51.3

.7 -61.2
c

-2.5 U3.6

.5 -65.75" -3.0 37.6
'

.3 -70.7
°

-5.o 23.5

.2 -73.3" -7.0 17.39

.1 -75.9
°

-78.7
°

-1.0 11.78

To obtain dividing lines for Q^ O^ G>L SL ,
0« ^c at

recombination,

In LaDlace form

(61) £>,'/T? V 2-,. . / j- • xO

Roots of quadratic factor are — - <? ^Z / / ^

where £5 — 16.25
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(63) £^7 = —./¥^° Om « e 5/^ / /. ¥ 7 - fr

+ e~o e~~'
z

cos

(

/-r f- p)
For load seoarately

(65) ^ = S?^ 7"" * £3-o

Substituting values of (t) in factors of equation (62) results in values

of Table eight.

t ?/*?//. ¥ T
6- (?)

Table 8

t S/n (/ ff~-.,) c
-.281* 1 10.0 .017 .135*

.2 -.008 .960* 11.0 .581 .111

.1* .258 .9231 12.0 -.725 . 391

.6 ,.52li .887 13.0 -.821* .07

.6 .739 .852 11*. .U30

1.0 .895 .819 15.0 .972 .0'

1.2
•

. Q83 .7*65 16.0 -.070 . 01*1

l.l* .999 .756 17. ) -.997 .0335

1.6 .928 .726 18.0 -.250 .0271*

1.8 .790 .698 19.0 .9 .0;

2.0 .588 .670 20.0 .523 .0]

3.0 -.693 • 5U9

1*.0 -.821* JJ*9

5.0 .ni5 .3*6

6.0 .968 .301

7.0 -.078 .217

p .0 -.005 .202

o.O -.276 .166
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When the terms of Table eight are plotted in accordance with equations

(62) and (65), for ^^ 1 fiwre 12 is obtained.

From figure twelve, the times of recombination for .3 rad. backlash

9

are determined for various values of SLQ as described in section 3, thus

describing dividing lines for 62^ O^ O, &, @c Gr
at recombi-

J )

nation. Values determined are as listed in Table nine. Values of

Or?? <£>U O^ (SS

K were determined fro- equations (62), (63) and (65).

Cso values were determined from equation (2h).
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t
1.36

«

WTO

.5

Table 9

.272 -.07125

0o
.211*37

1.1*0 .1*5 .21*2 -.0828 .1839

1.1*9 .1*0 .2075 -.1082 .11*59

1.56 .35 .171*5 -.1157 .1171

1.66 .30 .136 -.1236 .

1.82 .25 .0970 -.1297 .0602

2.0 .20 .0560 -.1191*6 .01*02

2.3 .15 .0135 -.0953 .0273

2.63 .12 -.0127 -.1663 . 1268

2.95 .10 -.025 -.ol*7 .0265

3.?2 .09 -.02975 -.0167 .0366

3.63 .08 -.0275 . 1088 . )i*l*l*

3.95 .075 -.01215 .03283 .0531*

h.liO .07 -.00253 .0292 .0361*

h.95 .065 .0050 .0217 .0l*3i*

5.K5 .06 .0126 .00726 .0310

6.36 .05 .0075 -.0111 .0195

7.56 .Oil -.001*87 -.001*61* .0178

c .h7 .035 -.00383 .001*38 .0.969

11.08 .03 .0021*9 .001^1* .0159

12.0 .025 -.00118 -.001327 .01183

15.1 .02 .00061* -.000519 .0102

The transient resoonse as determined from the phase olans is tabulated

in Table ten.

:
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Table 10

For s tep displacement input of .16

t a e*? t Oo Om t @sn

3.1 .226 7.35 .150

.15 .0015 3.3 .21U 7.55 .1U85

.277 .0053 3.5 .1985 7.75 .118

.U17 .0123
Sys

3.7
tem recombines

.1815 7.95 .11*92

.583 .02U 3.8 .161 p .l5 .1U9U

.762 .0U0 3.9 .160 R.35 .151U

.098 .066 U.31 .173 8.55 .1538

1.265 .100 a. 73 .13 8.75 .1566

1.500 .132 5.33 .I8I4 8.95 .1600

System

1.7

separated from load at 5. 72

.16 6.03

.182

.178

1.9 .1833 6.36 .172

2.1

2.3

.2055

.2217

Sys
6.55 .168

tem separates at

6.75
e>io =

.16

. 02 z

2.5 .2817 6.95 .156

2.7 .2356 7.15 .1527

2.9 .2335

Fipure thirteen is a phase Diane oortrait of the system vhen it is sub-

jected to a step in put of .16 rad. The dividing lines are shown to

have particularly unusual configurations for this system characterized

by no viscous friction in the load, and slight damping. The Q^ @nn

dividing line is seen to spiral into the stable focus much like a tra-

.jectory. The O 0o dividing line for recombination is seen to consist
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of a series of loops, the toas of which reore laximum energy fed

back from the load uoon recombination, and the bottoms of which rep

sent minimum energy fed back. This phenomenon is attributable to t)

existence of a natural period for separation which permits recombination

velocities to add vectori ally, increasing the displacement of the system

immediately after recombination.

The phase trajectory is seen to separate load fro-i system at noi: t

A. Recombination occurs at point B, and the new Qc (z>c is seen to take

Dlace at C, a point of relatively low energy feedback. The system

seoarates apain at D and recombines aeain when Om is at ~. The €sa &o

for this recombination occurs at F, aeain a relatively low energy feed-

back, and from this convergence, it is seen that &o ®e loops apart

the stable focus, making the system ultimately stable. As in case

the outout error of the system will be the magnitude of the backlash.

Figure fourteen pictures the system behavior in response to a e 1

input of .096. From this it may be seen that the ©° O po:

mbination is at the top of the first loot), representing a maximum

feed-back of energy from the load. The load separates fro- the sy;;

at A, recombines at B to produce a &c &o for the recombined system

at '. The system separates again at D and recombines when &n? is at

. resulting in a recombined Oo 0o at . As before, it may be seen

that the system is ultimately stable, however it takes the systen

lonrer period to settle from a steo of . T- r than from a steo of .16.

Figure fifteen shows the system transient performance to a step

of .16 and .096. Once again, this illustrates the more oscillatory per-

formance induced in the system by the smaller in nut, when conditions are

favorable for load momentum reinforcement upon recombination.
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Case III. Output measured at load.

Load possesses no viscous friction. Inertia distribution is equalized

between load and system without load.

Civen system .3 Backlash

Combined.

(66) / @« ^ - Z y & - /

System as open loop with load seoarated.

Load separately

(68) . S~ (^i - ^

Slopes for the isoclines of the combined system are as tabulated in

Table six. Equation (kO) and (Ul) are applicable to system when ooer

in the backlash region, and reduce to

—~T ( J r+.¥ /

(70)

s

-.yz
s

/- c
°"7 = '*x <5U 7^ - x.j- (9~ /\ v/.er/e^. V,-

~

(71)

(73) a = ^. ^ - ^
la

o





Substitutinp values of (t) in factors of equations (70) ari' ; results

in data tabulated in Table eleven.

Table 11

t

.2

.a

.6

.8

1.0

1.2

i.a

1.6

?.

2.2

2.L

2.6

.

3.2

I.

.

3.8

1 '

/
1 /-?j

y-.2 -.2
('< /

1

.023 .377 1" #1 2.7 -2.ao5 -.2 -.oo5 l.oU -1
.

''3

.
c
52 .1U8 - .u 5.

a

-a. 6?

5

-.2 .175 2 -2 ,

.7 p65 .2135 - .0 8.1 -6.675 _ 9— • 1 ...325 2. 88

.726 .27U -1.6 10.79 -P. 56 -.2 .aa 3.7 -a .
^ f

.670 .330 -2.5 13.5 -10.32 -.2 .Ufl U.l _ .12 )

.619 .3 Q 1 -3.6 16.2 -11.9 -.2 .50 5.15 _/C I-.231

.571 .U29 -U.9 l q .9 -i3.

a

_ .Uo 5.80 -7 _
f

->

.52* Ji72 -6.U 21.6 -Hi. 7 5 -.2 .25 6.37

.U87 .513 ~Q .l 2ii.29 -16.05 -.2 -.06 ^.0? _o

.U50 .550 -10 27 -17.2 -.2 -.a 7.U3 -^ -2.12

.'.15 .585 -12.1 20.7 -l p .3 -.2 -.0 7.9 -J - .''

.383 .617 -1U.U 32.

a

-10.3 -.2 -1.5 8.33 -3.

.35U .6U6 -16.9 35.1 -?'^.2 -.2 -2.2 Q .73 -13 - •
'

.326 .67U -19.6 37.

8

-21.03 -.2 -3.03 °- -

.3015 .698
i

-22.5 ao.5 -21.8 -.2 -a.o 9.U3 -i — •

.27B .722 -2?.^ U3.2 -22.6 -.2 — • ^.75 -16 - .

.257 .7U3 -2 Q .0 U5.o -23.2 -.2 -6.U 10. ) -17 -' •

.2375 .7625 -32.14 UP.

6

-23. -.2 -7.8 10.3 -7.73

.210 .781 -36.1 51.3 -2a. h -.? -9.U 10. -. - .

.202 .708 -Uo 5a. o -2a. 05 -.2 -11.15 10. - - .

u?





ure sixteen is a graoh of values tabulated in Table eleven, n/hen

scaled for various values of Qrno on the Seoeration dividing lines, values

of ft) are obtained as described in section 3, which are the times re-

quired for recombination to occur for a snecific <£>W • These values

are listed with corresponding values of £7 ,n in Table twelve, with

factors from equations (70) and (72).

Table 12

£Uo f e ^-^ -***' /3.sf - .2 O™
1 .98 .676 .32h - 2.

a

13.21 -10.12 -.2 .'.

.5 1.27 .602 .3^8 - a.oa5 17.15 -12. U2 -.2 .2U3

.a 1.37 .578 .U22 - a. 73 i
n .^ -13.2 -.2 .]

.3 1.52 .5UU .a 56 - 5.77 20.52 -lit."' -.2 .

.2 1.75 .U965 .5035 - 7.63 23.^ -15.71 -. .012

.1 2.25 .a06 .59U -12, 30.

a

-18.55 -.2 -.1

. 2.U1 .381 .619 -ia.5 32. :2 -10.32 -.?

. 2.68 .312 .658 -l n .0 36.2 -.2

.Oh 3.1 .290 .710 -2h.O Ul.9 -22.20 -.2

.02 U.o .2 .798 -Uo.o 5a -2a. -.2 - . 222

-/

a3





I able 1? continued

0m . t -s-t Go*

1 .98 U.375 -a.

9

.151

.5 1.27 5.375 -6.35 -.1865

.a 1.37 5.7 -6.85 -.22^8

.3 1.52 6.16 -7.6 -.2688

.2 1.75 6.19 -8.75 -.2927

.1 2.25 8.01 -11.25 -.2P3U

.08 2.U1 q .35 -12.05 -.271

.06 2.^P 8.88 -13. h -.2507

3.1 9.58 -15.5 -.225

.02 U.o 10.78 -20.0 - .180

Fro pi equation (2U) it is determined that corresponding values of

0o , & for recombination are as listed in Table thirteen.

Table 13

C7/TTO Qc Bo

. 1 .5755 .78

. 5 .1567 .535

. h .0858 .U69

. 3 .0156 .396

. 2 -.0U6U .310

. 1 -.0918 .205

.08 -.0955 .1769

.06 -.0953 .1UB8

.Oh -.0927 .116

.02 -.1803 .076





Fierure seventeen is the phase plane plot of the system with pertinent

dividing lines.

It is seen that a step displacement inrmt of 1.1U5 spirals into

a limit cycle with a constant amolitude of 1.330 while a steo disolace-

ment of .05>7 diverges into the identical limit cycle.

f.hen the system is ooeratinp in a limit cycle, separation occurs at

A, recombination occurs when &/n c^> is at B and 65/. , ^_ is at

B. The recombined ohase trajectory originates from point C on the

Qa &° dividing line and the system separates again at D.

Applying stability criteria of section k yields the follow ing:

At separation, O — . ^J~ £)/? - & — .086 in limit cycle.

Substituting into equation (3<S), C = ,$?k

Upon recombination in limit cycle <5? = .1?, O^ - O c ~ -.5

bstituting into equation ( 3^)» C = .£12.

is
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9. Case IV. Output measured at load.

Load possesses no viscous friction and has rr eater oart of inertia.

f1iven system .3 rad backlash

(710 / / .£ &* * &o = /

System as open loop with load separated

(75) .£ On, * .2 G>n, = /- Ou
Load separately

(76) . 8 £>1 = O
Slopes of the isoclines of the combined system are as tabulated in

Table six.

ations (U0) and fill) are aoplicable to system when operating in the

backlash region, and reduce to

(71) Q^ = -^r^/^ + C6>m Y~

Substituting values of (t) in factors of equations (77) and (7
Q

)

results in data tabulated in Table fourteen.
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Taole 1U

t
.2

e'f

.819

-e-0
.181 - .1 1.2 -.905 -.2 -.005

.U .670 .330 - .li 2.I4 -1.65 -.2 .15

.6 .5149 .U51 - .9 3.6 -2.26 -.2 -.25

1.0 .368 .632 - 2.5 6 -3.16 -.2 .111

1.2 .302 .698 - 3.6 7.2 -3.U9 -.2 -.09

l.h .21*7 .753 - li.9 8.

a

-3.76 -.2 -.U6

1.6 . 202 .798 - 6.1* 0.' -3.09 -.2 -.09

1.8 .166 .83U - 8.1 10.8 -U.16 -.2 -1.66

2.0 .136 .861; -10.0 12.0 -U.31 -.2 -2.51

2.2 .111 .^89 -12.2 13.2 -h.au -.2 -3.6a

2.

h

.091 .909 -1U.U 1j4.l1 -h.5U -.2 -a. 7a

2.6 .07U .0 26 -16.9 15.6 -a. 63 -.2 -M3

2.8 .061 .0 39 -1Q. 6 16. P -a. 60 -.? -7.69

3.0 .0^ .9 50 -22.5 18.0 -a. 75 -.? -9.a5

3.2 .0U1 .959 -25.6 10.? -a. 79 -.2 -11.39

3.U .0335 .967 -28.9 20. h -a. 83 -.? -13.53

3.6 .027 .973 -32. a 21.6 -a. 86 -.? -15.86

3*H .0223 .078 -36.0 22.8 -U.89 -.2 -18.29

U.O ! .0181* .982 -ko 2h -a. 90 -.? -21.1

a9





Table l)i continued

t -5f + G 6U
.2 - 1 -U.095 6 .905

.h - 2 -3.35 6 .65

.6 - 3 -2.7U 6 .26

.8 - li -2.25 6 -.25

1.0 - 5 -l.Bij 6 -.HU

1.2 - 6 -1.51 6 -1.51

1,1 - 7 -1.235 6 -2.235

1.6 - 8 -1.01 6 -3.01

1.8 - 9 - .83 6 -3.83

2.0 -10 - .68 6 -U.68

2.2 -11 - .555 6 -5.56

2.1* -12 - .h55 6 -*.U5

2.6 -13 - .3U2 6 -7-3U

2.8 -III - .305 6 -8.31

3.0 -15 - .250
y

-9.25

3.2 -16 - .205 6 -10.21

3.U -17 - .1675 6 -11.17

3.6 -18 - .135 6 -12.114

3.8 -19 - .1115 6 -13.11

U.o -20 - .092 6 -lb. 09

Figure eighteen is a eraon of equations (77) and (79) Times of re-

i nation are obtained from appropriate ordinate scaling of Mr. l q

for various values of Q- /7?c as was done ir Case III. Values of (t),

corresponding to 0/n o and factors of time solutions for equations (77)

and (79) are listed in Table 15.
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Table 15

r
-7"

e (,-f 9 -zr?
£

6f 0-e'
f
)

-•< £>^

1 .78 .U59 .51*1 -1.525 I*. 675 -2.71 -.2 ,2J

.8 .825 .U38 .562 -1.7 ii.95 -2.81 _
t

3 .IS

.6 .9? .3°9 .^01 -?.n5 5.51 -3.005 -.2 .lib

.a 1.06 .316 .651* -2.8 '.35 -3.265 _ # ? .

.2 1.36 .257 .7U3 -U.61 8.15 -3.715 _ # _ t

.i 1.75 .171* .826 -7.65 10.5 -U. 135 _ # -.1'

.0° 1.90 .150 .850 -o.o 11. 1* -U.25 -.2 -.

.06 2.11 .122 .878 -11.11 12.^7 - .395 _,9 -.1

.oh ?.hQ .08h .01^ -15.38 i :

. -U.58 -.2 -.'

.02 3.25 .039 .961 -26.

h

19 .

5

-'..SO
n

-. 3

1 - 3.9 2.71 1 -.19

.8 - U.12 2.81 1 -.2U8

. - U.6 3.005 1 -.357

Ji - 5.3 3.265 1 -.mit

.2 - 6.8 3.715 1 -.1*17

.1 - 8.75 a. 135 1 -.3615

. - 9.5 h.3^5 1 -.31*0

.06 -10.51* li.25 1 -.3087

.01 -12. h b.58 1 -.27^2

.02 -1^.22 h.80 1 -.2081*

From equation (2U) values of Q Q are listed in Table sixteen
j

for recombination
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Taole 16

•

Oo o

1 .78 .762

.8 .68 .59 oh

.6 .552 .U086

.h .U2h .2372

.2 .272 .0766

.1 .175 .0077

.08 .15 -.OOh

.06 .1266 -.0137h

.Oh .0P92 -.02361*

.0? . '5o -.02568

re nineteen is the ohase olane portrait of the system. >

the limit cycle in this case is 1.150 which considers

"erence in inertia distribution between cases III ana IV, , is not

aopreciably greater than the 1.030 magnitude of case III.

steo displacement input of .69 is seen to spiral into the li it

cycle while a steo of ,h35 is seen to spiral out toward the same

cycle.

when the system is performing a limit cycle, it is seen to seoaratt

at A. The backlash of .3 rad. is not taken up until th r wi1

load removed has reached B and the load has reached . ecombi

occurs and the recombined trajectory originates from , Ion

reoccurs on the separation dividing line of ooirjt I .
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Applying the stability criteria of section h to the limit cycle of

case IV yields the following.

For equation (38), the apolicable constants are

K = 1

F = .2

J = 1
»

At separation 0° - .h95

Be - Qa =. .095

Substituting in equation (38)
•2/ _-

(ho) c ° J (jss)*- {*)(• ^ s)(.Q3s-) ffa/;
1

VT~^
(7£jf,

= .556

Joon recombination,

<^o - .315

^ _ 6? - -U85

Substituting in equation (38)

^
(HI) C -

\
(.?'*) -(.Z)(- f

8

s-) + (-.Y65-) ^V/:^ 7—
\/ rr~F?

—

= .618^ v;hich represents only fair acreement.
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10. Case V. Output measured at load.

Load possesses viscous friction. Inertia equally divided between load

and system with load seoarated.

Given system .3 rad. backlash.

( B ?) / o» t .¥

e

/ ea == i

System as open loop with load separated

(83) .5 6U + .14 = 1-6),

Load separately

(81i) .5<a ^ .3 ^c =

To obtain isoclines for the combined system.

(85) ^ y- .1* - (1 — £>»
)

(86) a - 1 - 6>e (N, %. .U)

Computed values of arctan ^V_ for various values of N, are as listed
/- e>

in Table seventeen.
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Table 17

oO o -.2 -7H.7

10 - 5.5 ° -.3 -«U.3
"

7 -7.7° -.5 fiU.3
'

5 -10.5
c

-.6 7B.7
°

3 -16. U
° -.7 73.3

*

2.5 -19 " -1 59

2 -22.6 ' -1.2 51. li

°

1.5 -27.8° -1.5 U2.2

1.2 -32 * -2 32

1 -35.6 ° -2.5 25.5
*

.7 -U2.3* -3 21.1

.5 -U8 ° -5 12.3

.3 -55 ° -7 8.6 '

.2 -59 ° -10 5.95

.1 -63.5'

-68.2
°

-.1 -73.3
°

To obtain the isocline of the' system without load, where separation
*

of the load from the system occurs, solve for / Q
(87) <%^ = 7/y = -.6-

At instant of separation,

(88) £^_ ^ , ^ _ ^ ^/ - Oi

(89) Vz + .Z = ^ (LZL^T°)
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(90)

Letting N2 - N3 = -.6

(Ql)arctan &™ = 7R.7
° S - 78-7°

(7- <sv~ c
)

Equation (U0) reduces to

(92) 6U, = / V /2C$ &",* - /^ <^?o e

Equation (hi) reduces to

(93) &r> - ~ /8 ^ ^^° + ^8 0s~o e

— 8-^3 &™ a c

Figure 20 is a plot of £?„ during separation. Times of recombination

are obtained from this plot as described in section three. Table eight-

teen is a tabulation of equations (92) and (93)
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t e
'

e""
.2 .9607 .HH7

.1* .923 .787

.6 .887 .698

.8 .%2 . 619

1.0 .819 . 51*9

1.2 .7 Q
7 .1*87

l.U .756 .1*32

1.6 .72* .383

i. Q .698 .31*0

2.0 .670 .302

2.? .614* .268

2.1* .619 .237

2.6 .595 .210

2.H .572 .186

3.0 .51*9 .166

3'.? .528 .11*7

3.1* .507 .130

3.6 .U37 .116

.1*68 .102

li.O .1*5 .0"!

Table 18

-13U.5 12.31 - 3.71* 126.3 .37

-129 10.92 - 7.1*6 126.3 .76

-121*. 9.70 -11.2 126.3 . :

-119.1 ^.60 -12*.91 126.3 .
r ^

-11)*. 5 7.63 -18.66 126.3 . .77

-110.1 6.76 -22.1* 126.3 .56

-105.9 6.0 -26.15 126.3

-101.7 5.32 -29.8 126.3 .13

- 97.5 h.73 -33.6 126.3 - .07

- 03.75 1.20 -37. h 1?6.3 - .65

- 90 3.72 -U.3 126.3 - .

- "6.5 3.30 -UU.85 126.3 -1.75

- 83.3 2.92 -1*8.5 126.3 -?. : '

- 80.1 2.58 -52.25 126.3 -3.

- 76.9 2.335 -56.0 126.

- 73.9 2.02 -59.7 i? A .3 -5.2

- 71.0 1.81 -63.5 126.3 -'.

- 68.15 1.61 -67.1 126.3 -7. '

- 65.5 1.1 -71.0 126.3 -" .78

- 63.0 1.-"' -71.

6

126.3 -10.
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Table 18 continued

f - 833 f

' cl ~/e.cc £>,

.2 26.93 -7.39 -18.66 .88

.h 25. P -6.55 -18.66 .59

.6 2U.85 -5.80 -18. 6£ .35

,8 23. q 2 -5.15 -18.66 .01

1.0 22.9 -U.57 -18.66 -.33

1.2 22.0 -U.05 -18.66 -.71

1.1* 21.18 -3.6 -18.66 -1.

1.6 20.33 -3.19 -18.66 -1.52

1.8 19.35 -2.83 -18.66 -1.9U

2.0 l q .75 -2.52 -18.66 -2.U3

2.2 18.0 -2.23 -18.66 -2.89

2.ii 17.3 -1.975 -18. <6 -3.3U

2.6 16.65 -1.75 -18.66 -3.76

?.R 16.0 -1.55 -18,66 -U.21

3.0 15.35 -1.38 -1R.66 -a. 69

3.2 D..79 -1.225 -l q .*6 -5.10

3.

b

lh.2 -1.083 -18.66 -5.5h

3.6 13.65 - .966 -IP. 66 -5.Q8

3.8 13.10 - .850 -1H.66 -6.U1

U.O 12.6 - .758 -18.66 -6.82
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To obtain the QL Q^ dividing line, equation (22) reduces to

BL = / / >ze„o + /.cc O^o ( / - e - )

Values of equation CqU ) are tabulated in Table nineteen

Table 19

t
.2

-.ct

.
p 87

f'-c-
.113

r
^

/. CC

.l p78

•>2

.2 .3878

.h .7*7 .213 .35U .2 .55fc

.6 .6q 8 .302 .501 .2 .701

1.0 .5U9 .U5i .750 .2 .9 50

l.li .132 .568 .9U3 .2 1.1U3

1.8 .3U0 .660 1.096 .2 1.296

2.2 .268 .732 1.215 .2 1.U15

2.6 .210 .790 1.31 .2 1.51

3.0 .166 .83U 1.385 .2 1.585

3.

a

.130 .870 1.UU5 .2 l.6h5

3.8 • .102 .898 1.U9 .2 1.69

u.o .091 .909 1.51 .2 1.71

Values of @m &n-? & O ^or dividing lines are listed in Table

twenty*
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Table 20

1 1.075 .807 .525 -112.95 7.30 -20.05 126.3 .6

.8 1.15 . 79U7 .502 -111.0 .98 -21. \\2 126.3 .688

.6 1.275 .775 .U66 -108.35 6.U9 -23.79 1? A .3 .3895

.k 1.U5 .7U82 .U195 -ioh.65 5.^2 -27.03 126.3 .176

.2 1.81 .^65 .338 - 07.5 h.70 -33.75 126.3 -.05

.1 2.35 .6255 .2UU -87.5 3.39 -U3.85 126.3 -.166

.08 2.55 .601 .217 -8U.1 3.02 -U7.5 126.3 -.i r 2

.06 2.85 .566 .181 -79.25 2.52 -53.1 126.3 -.2116

,0U 3.30 .517 .13 p -72. h 1.019 -61.5 126.3 -.227

.03 3.70 .h775 .109 -66. o 1.515 _69.0 126.3 -.21*2

Table 20 continued

1 22.59 -U.37 -18.66 -.hh

.8 22.2 -h.18 -18.66 -.511

.6 21.65 -3.88 -18.66 -.533

.Ii 20.92 -3.UH6 -18.66 -.1x9

.2 19.5 -2.812 -18.66 -.38U

.1 17.51 -2.03 -18.66 -.318

.08 1A.81 -1.805 -18.66 -.292

.06 15.85 -1.506 -18.66 -.259

.Oh U.U7 -1.15 -18.66 -.2133

.03 13.35 - .909 -18.66 -.1865
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Table 20 continued

i

f
1.375 .525 .U75 .789 .2

eL -/

.989

4
. 25

.8 1.15 .502 .L9R .P26 .2 .82 •hoi

.6 1.275 ,h66 .53h . Pf .2 .651 .28

.h 1.U5 .U95 .5805 .965 .? .U66 .1675

.2 1.81 .338 .662 1.10 .26 .0676

.1 2.35 .2UIi .756 1.255 .2 .1U55 • 02Ut

.08 2.<5 .217 .783 1.30 .2 .12 .01735

.06 2.85 .181 .''19 1.36 .2 .0936 .01065

.Oil 3.30 .138 .862 1.U3 .2 . )6525 .00552

.03 3.70 .109 .891 l.Ufi .2 .0505 .00327

Equation {2\\) yields values for {pc upon recombination, as tabulal

in Table twenty-one.
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Table 21

•

1

e
.OU25

.8 -.055

.6 -.1265

.h -.16125

.2 -.1582

.1 -.1U68

.08 -.1373

.06 -.12jil

.Oli -.1039

.03 -.0916

Fie. 21 is the phase plane portrait of Q Oa 0^ 0<_

It is seen that in response to a step input of .6?, the system separates

at Point A, recombines when C) O^ is at point B, and once the

momentum balance has been satisfied, Oo for ^ e recombined system

originates from point C, reseparstinj? at point I). This trajectory

spirals in towards a limit cycle of magnitude .5? while a steo input

of .?3 is seen to spiral outwards into the same limit cycle described

by ooints E, F, and H.
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11. Case VI.

Output measured at load.

Load possesses viscous friction. Inertia equally divided between load

and system with load separated

Oiven system

( 9q ) / Oo y- • ¥ 0o * O* = (

System as open loop with load separated. .3 rad backlash

(96) . s~ a^ + ; j e-rr, = / - e>L

Load separately

(97) . J" 0c + - / &*- = °

Isoclines for the combined, system are identical with those of case V,

listed in Table seventeen.

To obtain the isocline of the system without load, where separation of

load from system occurs, solve for

(9») Ol.

&, Y* '

At the instant of separation

foo)

(100)
V*

(101) em
• _ ^_

^- = t&v ° - /0/.3
Letting N2 — N3 = -.2

arctan

Equation UO reduces to

(102) Orn = — /€ <kr*o f~ + '//. ¥ST Sla + '3- ^^~6U €

Equation lil reduces to
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*
• ' — .G f~ ' - .Z?~

(103) 0^ - - /g o^o 8 e>n?<> e t zs~e>^* c

Table twenty-two lists values of£U Q„ versus ( t)

*t --ct—/25- Table 22
I

.2

c

.9608

c
.887 -120

/ 3 3YS~e
-

11.82 - 3.2 m.a55 .075

.h .923 .787 -115.15 10.5 - 6.

a

111.1*55 .ao5

.6 .887 .6^8 -110.9 9.305 - 9.6 m.a55 .260

.H .8525 .620 -106.5 8. 28 -12.8 111.U55 .a35

1.0 .819 .550 -102.1 7.35 -16 m.a55 .70

1.2 .787 .U87 - 98.25 6.50 -19.2 in. 1*55 .505

l.U .756 .U32 -91*. 5 5.76 -22. a 111.1*55 .315

1.6 .726 .381* -90.85 5.12 -25.6 111.1*55 .125

1.8 .698 .31*0 -87.25 a. 51*5 -28.8 111.1*555 -.05

2.0 .'70 .302 -83.8 U.035 -32.0 111.U55 - . 310

2.2 .61*1* .268 -80. U5 3.58 -35.2 111.1*55 -.615

2.1* .620 .237 -77.5 3.16 -38.

a

ill.a 55 -1.285

2.6 .595 .210 -7h.l*5 2.805 -ai.6 m.l*55 -1.790

2.8 .572 .187 -71.5 2.50 -aa.8 111.1*55 -2.3a5

3.1 .550 .166 -68 . 8 , 2.2? -Ufl ill .1*55 -3.125

3.2 .528 .11*7 -66.0 1.961 -51.2 ill .1*55 -3.78a

3.U .507 .130 -63.1* 1.735 -5a.

a

111.1*55 -a. 6i

3.6 .1*87 .116 -*0.95 1.55 -57.6 111.1*55 -5.5a5

3.8 .168 .102 -58.5 1 . 361 -60.8 111.1*55 -6.a8a

1.0 .1*50 .091 -56.2 1.213 -6a 111.1*55 -7.53?
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Table 22 continued

erc
Ztr-er" -/<r

.2 21 -7.1 -16 .9

.h 23.03 -'.30 -16 ..73

.6 22.15 -5.57^ -16 ,.575

.8 21.3 -li.96 -16 .3U

1.0 20. U2 -h.Uo -16 .02

1.2 19.65 -3.895 -16 -.2U5

l.U 18.90 -3.U55 -16 — UU5

1.6 1 .15 -3.065 -16 -.915

1.8 17. hi -2.72 -16 -1.31

2.0 16.73 -2.U2 -16 -1.69

2.2 16.07 -2.1U -16 -2.07

2.a .19 -1.895 -16 -2.U05

2.6 1U.86 -1.68 -16 -2.82

2.8 11.30 -1.U95 -16 -3.195

3.0 13.73 -1.33 -16 -3.60

3.2 13.19 -1.1H -16 -3.99

3.

a

12.66 -l.Oli -16 -U.38

3.6 12.16 - .929 -16 -I1.769

3.8 11.69 - .816 -16 -5.126

U.o 11.22 - .728 - -5.508
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To obtain the & Qu dividing line, equation (22) reduces to

(104.) Q __ / ~ • £ Orr,o +. 6>/^?o

5
'

5(5 +.Z-
)

(105) & _ ,
• / _.*/

Values of 6^ versus (t) are tabulated in Table 23

Table 23

.2

- e

.0392

";
.196
^ -.2

-.2 .004

.4 .077 .385 -.2 .185

.6 .113 .565 -.2 .365

1.0 .181 .905 -.2 .705

1.4 .244 1.24 -.2 1.04

1.8 .302 1.52 -.2 1.32

2.2 .356 1.78 -.2 1.58

2.6 .4-05 2.205 -.2 1.825

3.0 .450 2.25 -.2 2.05

3./, .493 2.465 -.2 2.265

3.8 .532 2.66 -.2 2.46

4.0 .550 2.75 -.2 2.55

Figure 22 is a graph of equations (102) and (105) • By appropriate

ordinate scaling as described in section three, recombination times were

computed as listed in Table 24, for corresponding values of Omo

Values of &> 65^ <f| &^ for dividing lines are listed in Table 24.
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Table 2b

&^° < e e /-rir- € -.cr -/ct +///.¥& &m -/
1 l.l .803 .517 -100. 1* 6.9 -if.' L11.U55 .355

1.175 .791 .1*91* -90.0 6.* -1\ 111.1*55 .20U

.6 1.275 .775 .1*66 -96.9 6.225 -20. h 111.1*55 .223

.1* 1.U25 .75? .1*26 -9U.0 5.7 -22.fi 111.1*55 .11*2

.2 l. Q75 .^8 .321*5 -86.0 I,. 335 -30.0 111.1*55 .01*1*

.1 ?.h25 .616 .231* -77.0 3.125 -38.8 111.1*55 -.122

.08 2.6U. .590 .216 -73.8 2.75 -1*2.25 111.1*55 -.11*75

.06 3.20 .528 .1U7 -*6 1.96 -51.2 111.1*55 -.227

.oh 3.^25 .1*91* .1205 -61.6 1.61 -56.5 111.1*55 -.201

.03 3.°8 .1*52 .002 -$t.$ 1.23 -63.6 111.1*55 -.2225

Table 2l* continued

-.et

1

Zf~e

20. -a.i35 -16 -.055

.8 10.8 -3.91* -16 -.112

.6 19.35 -3.73 -16 -.222

.1* 18.8 -3.1*1 -16 -.?>J*

.2 17.2 -2.60 -16 -.28

.1 15.1* -1.87 -16 -.21*7

i
;

.75 -1.6b -16 -.232

.06 13.' -1.175 -16 -.238

.Oh 12.32 -.965 -16 -.151

.03 11.3 -.735 -16 -.113
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le 2h. continued

C7 ,-ri o t ^ Oj. -/
1 1.1 .803 .785

.8 1.17$ .632 .675

.6 1.275 .U65 .555

.a 1.U25 .30 .1*1*5

.2 1.R75 .1375 .272

.1 2.U25 .0616 .172

.08 2.61* .0U7 .118

.06 3.2 .0316 .1292

.0U 3.525 .01975 .0933

.03 3.98 .01352 .0761

-lying equation (21*) to satisfy the principle of conservation of

momentum yields the following values of @ uoon recombination corres-

ponding to values of Q,r,e uoon separation, listed in Table twenty-five.

Table 25

aZv/-no
1 -371*

.% .260

.6 .1216

.1* .029

.2 .07125

.1 -.0927

.08 -.0925

.06 -.1032

.01* -.0656

.03 -.01*97
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are 23 is the phase plane oresentation of Qo @& , &t- , &s-

as a combined system and when operating in the backlash region.

A step input of .55 is seen to separate the load from the system at

A. Recombination takes place when the load is at B, and the balancing

of momentum between the load and the system without load, causes <£5* c^

of the recombined system to originate from ooint C. Reseparation occurs

at point D and the trajectory is seen to spiral into a limit cycle de-

fined by ooints E, F, G and H.

A step input of .13 is seen to spiral outward to the same limit

cycle of magnitude .550
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combined / e„ + .f e.

SYSTEM WITH LOAD SEPARATED .f '$„

LOAD . S' G„ + ./ &i_

BACKLASH .3 RAD.

COMBINED SYSTEK TRAJECTORY
TRAJECTORY OF SYSTEM WITH LOAD SEPARATED
SEPARATION DIVIDING LINE

VELOCITY AND DISPLACEMENT OF SYSTEM WITHOUT
LOAD AT RECOMBINATION
VELOCITY AND DISPLACEMENT OF SYSTEM AT

RECOMBINATION
VELOCITY AND DISPLACEMENT OF LOAD DURING

SEPARATION
VELOCITY AND DISPLACEMENT OF LOAD AT

RECOMBINATION

Figure ( i)
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1?. Case VII

Output measured at load.

Load possesses viscous friction and the Teater part of the system

inertia.

^iven system

(106) / Oe 7- - / a e / Go - /

System as ooen loop with load separated. .3 rad. backlash

(107
> • £ €>m + ./ Om = / - Ou

Load separately

(108) . <9 6>1 +- .3 €>*. = O

Isoclines of the combined system are identical with those of case V,

listed in Table seventeen.

obtain the isocline of the system without load, where separation of

the load from the system occurs, solve for

(109) _|k = % - - %
At the instant of separation,

(110) -^ f- '^ = —U
(ill) 77^ ^ W J~ - j~ f/ - &^

(112) Qmo _ 5~

Letting N_ = N = -.375

(113) arctan &™* arctan 5~_ — PP. 56 *5

Equation (u0) reduces to

= 91. UU
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f- /£3~. 9Vjr Sr~* - ^3^- '/7S~&n e v- /

Equation (lil) reduces to

(115) £>-? .= ~^<r-</&^ a - T9'? 3& &"» e y.
—.373 (

y- /OC £ 3 S &*n° e

Equation 22 reduces to

Equation 23 reduces to ,

(117) £)<_ =. ^V^. e

*e twenty-six lists values of equations (ill), (115), (11*) and

i'or various values of (t)

Equations (liu) and Cilf) are plotted on Fig. 2u and various times of

recombination obtained from the ordinate scaling method described in

section 3.
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Table 26

t c
- 3^

rS Om
.2 .905 .Q2R 1U3.

3

- 5.28 -26a 125.^75 - . 005

.h .819 .861 129.8 -15.56 -2a5.2 125.975 .015

.6 .711 .799 117. U5 -15.83 -227.3 125.91 .295

.8 .670 • 7'ii 106.05 -21.12 -211.1 125.975 -.205

-. . 607 .688 96.15 -26.

a

-195.9 1^5.975 -.17 5

1.2 .55o .638 87.1 -31.6a -181.5 125.975 -.065

i.a .U97 .592 7*. 75 -37.0 -16? . i 125.^75 -.«75

1.6 .USo .5h9 71. U -U2.2 -156.0 125.Q75 -, 1

i.fl .hoi .510 61*. 5 4*7.5 -1U5.1 125.975 -2,.

2.0 .368 .U73 58.

a

-52.8 -13a.

7

125.975 -3.125

2.2 .333 .U38 52.85 -58 -12a. 6 125. °75 -3.775

2.

a

.302 .U07 U7.95 -63.35 -115.85 125.975 .^75

2.6 .272 .378 a3.l -68.55 -107.75 125.975 -7.

2.8 .2^7 .350 39.2 -7a. o - 9^ .6 125.975 - ;

.

3.0 .22h .325 35.53 -79.1 - 9?.5 125.975 -10.095

3.2 .202 .302 32.0 -8a. 5 - fi.Q 125.^75 -. .525

3-U .183 .? q 29.0 -89.7 - 79.75 125.975 -1U.U75

3.6 .166 .260 26.3 -95.0 - 7a. 125.975 -16.725

3.8 .150 .211 23.8 -100.2 125.975 -18.0 25

1*.0 .136 .22U 21.5a -105.6 - 63.8 125.975 -21.885
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Table 26 continued

t - ?<T- ^ &m
.2 -71.65 98.95 -26.a .90

.h -6U.9 91.9 -26.a .60

.6 -58.68 85.1 -26.

a

.02

.8 -53.05 79.0 -26.

a

-.a5

1.0 -U8.05 73.

a

-26.

a

-1.05

1.2
i

-U3.53 68.0 -26.a -1.93

l.U -39. U 63.1 -2<.U -2.7

1.6 -35.62 5^.5 -26.

a

-3.52

1.8 -32.2 5a.as -26.

a

-a. 15

2.0 -29.18 50. h9 -26. a -5.09

2.2 -26.

a

a6.65 -26.

a

-6.15

2.li -23.^3 a3.ao -26.a -6.93

2.6 -21.56 ao.35 -26.

a

-7.61

2.8 -10.58 37.35 -26.

a

-P. 63

3.0 -17.76 3a. 62 -26.1; -9.5a

3.2 -16.0 32.2 -26.

a

,10.2

3.U -11.

5

29. -26.

a

-11.1

3.6 -13.16 27.7 -26.

a

-11.86

3. fl -11.9 25.7 -26.

a

-12.6

U.o -10.79 23.9 -26.a -13.29
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Table 26 continued

t
.2 .072 .192

a

-.025

Oft
.167 .028

.b .139 .371 -.025 .3U6 .861

.6 .201 .536 -.025 .511 .799

.8 .259 .6905 -.025 .6655 .7I4I

1.0 .312 .8325 -.025 .3075 .688

1.2 .3U2 .9125 -.025 .8875 .638

l.U .Uo8 1.09 -.025 1.065 .592

.. -USi 1.205 -.025 1.180 .5U9

.U90 1.31 -.025 1.285 .510

. .527 l.Ul -.025 1.385 .U73

.2 .5U2 1.UU9 -.025 1.U2U .138

2.U .593 1.582 -.025 1.557 ,U07

2.6 .622 1.66 -.025 1.635 .378

2.° .650 1.735 -.025 1.710 .350

3.0 .675 1.80 -.025 1.775 .325

3.2 .698 1.862 -.025 1.837 .302

3.U .720 1.92 -.025 1.895 .230

3.6 .7U0 1.975 -.025 1.950 .260

3.8 .759 2.022 -.025 1.997 .2U1

li.O .776 2.075 -.025 2.050 .22U

Values of £,*4, ^6Lfor recombination dividing lines are listed in

table twenty-seven, for values of ( t) obtained from Fig. 2k.
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•

Csrno

l

t
.525 .7695

~-5"t~

.8217 121.95

-ZC¥l
-13.86

.8 .587 .7U6 .803 11°. 25 -15.5

.6 .687 .709 6 .7733 112.3 -18.12

.h .862 .650 .72U 103.0 -22.79

.2 1.25 .536 .626 85.0 -33.0

.1 1.70 .U2H .529 67.85 -UU.9

.08 1.875 .392 .U96 62.1 -U9.5

.06 2.115 .3li8 .h53 55.15 -55.85

.Oil 2.U65 .292 .397 U6.35 -65.05

.02 3.275 .195 .291 30.93 -86.5

Table 27

-23U.O 125.975 .065

-22rQ .3 125.97 r .3J

-220 1?5.°75 .093

-^060 125.975

178.3 125.975 -*

-150. li 12,. 975 -.11*1

-lla.2 125.975 -.

-129. A 125.975 -•

-113.0 12^.975 -. '

- 83.75 125.975 -.

Table 27 continued

C7y77<£»

1 -60.07

/OC-C38
e-.37S-t

87.51 -26.1 .111

.8 -59.08 85.55 -26.lt .056

.6 -56.1 82.5 -26.

1

4

.u -51.5 77.20 -26. li -.38

.2 -1*2.5 ^6.8 -26.1* -.1*2

.1 -33.88 56.1*5 -26. h -.383

.08 -31.05 52.95 -26. U -.36

.06 -27.6 U8.3 -26.1i -.3U2

.oh -23.15 1*2.33 .U -.289

. 02 - .1*8 31.3 -26.

a

-.2113
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Table 27 continued

C^/770

1 .525 .1783

?7/</ #«V8

.1*753 -.025 .1*503 .8217

.8 .587 .1^7 .525 -.025 .Uoo .61*25

.6 .687 .2267 .605 -.025 .3U8 .1*61*

.h .862 .276 .736 -.025 .281*2 . '«93

.2 1.25 .37U .w6 -.025 .191*2 .1252

.1 1.70 -U71 1.259 -.025 .1231* . o'29

.08 1.875 .5oU 1.3U3 -.025 .1053 .0397

. ( 2.115 .51*7 1.U6 -.025 .086 .0272

.Oil 2.U65 .603 1.61 -.025 . 635 . H589

.02 3.275 .706 1.885 -.025 .0372 . 10589

Equation 21* yields values for Oo reconbination line as follows:

Table 28

U-/770

1

Oo
.685

.2 .5252

.•' .371

.1* .1553

.2 .0161

.1 -.031*25

.08 -.01*02

.06 - . 0u629

.oh -.01*51

.02 -.03755
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rure 25 is the ohase plane portrait of^6> £> GJor the combined and

separated system. A steo inout of ,$R is seen to seoarate load from

system at point ! A. The system recombines when the load has decelerated

to point B, and satisfaction of the momentum balance again causes Qa O*

to originate from point C. Reseoaration occurs at point D and the

trajectory is seen to converge to the limit cycle described by points

E, F, R and Hi A step inout of .09 is seen to spiral outward to the same

limit cycle of magnitude . e
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1 i

•

TRAJECTORY OF SYSTEM WITH LOAD SEPARATED

SEPARATION DIVIDING LINE

VELOCITY AND DISPLACEl.ENT OF SYSTfH WITHOUT LOAD

AT RECOMBINATION

VELOCITY AND DISPLACEMENT OF SYSTEM AT RECOMBINATION

VELOCITY AND DISPLACEIENT OF LOAD DURING SEPARATION

VELOCITY AND DISPLACEI.ENT OF LOAD AT RECO !1BINATION

Figure (25")
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13. Case VIII

Output measured at load

Load possesses greater part of systems inertia but lesser part of

system friction.

Given system.

(118) / Oo /" . ¥ Oo / Oa = /

System as open loop with load separated. .3 rad. backlash

(119) - g e^ + .3 &^ = / - oL

Load separately

(i?0) . 8 &L *- • / Gl = &

Isoclines of the combined system are identical with those of case V,

listed in Table seventeen.

To obtain the isocline of the system without load, where separation of

the load from the system occurs, solve for

(121) 0^ = ^ = - >

B^

At the instant of separation

6

(122)

Letting N^ = N 3
= -.125

, „x /4 arc/an -£• = 7*6 °
= ^°^^

(125) arctan ±SjZJ - u ' ^TTyjr '

/- £W
Equation (UO) reduces to

(126) ^_- -zxys-e^ +-?//**' "" */-.<*<+
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Equation (41) reduces to

• • - Aft - - • /*f?
(127) 8fr? = -?.jy^ce y- zf. 08 &mo e

Equation (22) reduces to

(12s) (^ = / - - ,ez^ <5U* y- £ <5>~™ (/- ? J

Equation (23) reduces to

(129) ^ = &rr7o C

Table twenty-nine is a tabulation of values of equations (126), (123),

and (129) for various values of (t)

•

Figure (26) is a graph of equations (126) and (128). Suitable scaling of

the ordinate yields recombination times for various values of £9 as

listed in Table thirty.

Equation (2/+) yields values of O upon recombination, as listed in

Table thirty-one.
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i
.2

.li

.6

.8

1.2

l.U

1.6

1.8

2.0

2.2

2.

h

2.6

2.8

3.0

3.2

3.U

3.6

3.8

U.O

e

.7la

-z.jrf -./?j-f Table 29

1.157 231.581

• 5U9

.U07

.302

.222

.166

.1225

.091

.067

.05

.037

.0273

.0203

.015

.011

.0091

.0061

.00U5

.003U

.0025

.9753

.951

.9278

.905

.883

.861

.8U

.819

.7987

.779

.760

.7U1

.7227

.705

.6fl8

.670

.651

.638

.622

.607

.858

.636

.1725

.31:75

.260

.192

.1122

.105

.0783

.058

.0127

.0318

231.581

231.581

231.581

231.581

231.581

231.581

231.581

231.581

231.581

231.581

231.581

231.581

- 5.15 - .112

-10.3 .139

.023U5 231.581

.0172 231.581

.011*22 231.581

.00955 231.581

.00705 ?31.5 M 1

.005325 231.581

.00392 231.581

-228

-222

-216.1 -15. U3 .687

-211.3 -20.6 .1535

-206.0 -25.714 .1885

-201.2 -30.86 -.219

-196.0 -36.0 -.227

-1Q1. -hi. 15 -.'i27

-186.2 -U6.3 -. pH

-181.6 -51.5 -l.UU

-177.2 -56.55 -2.11

-173 -61.75 -3.13

-168.6 -67.0 -3.9 87

-16U.6 -72.0 -5.0

t160.3 -77.25 -5.

-156.3 -82. k -7.105

-152.6 -87.5 -8.510

-1U9.0 r92.6 -10.012

-1U5.1 -97.8 -11.3ia

-lhl.5 -103 -12.915
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Table 29 continued

t
.2 .02U7

(

efi-f
.1978

/*rf\ -.27S

-.2?5 -.0772 .9753

.h ,0h9 .392 -.275 .117 .951

.6 .1722 .577? -.275 .3025 ,927 M

J 1

. )95 .76 -.275 .U85 .905

1.0 .117 .936 -.275 .661 .883

1.2 .139 1.112 -.275 .837 .861

l.li .160 1.28 -.275 1.005 .8U

1.6 .181 1.U5 -.275 1.175 .819

1.8 .2013 1.61 -.275 1.335 .7987

2.0 .221 1.77 , -.275 1.1*95 .779

2.2 .21*0 1.92 -.275 1.6U5 .760

2.U .259 2.075 -.275 1.800 .7U1

2.6 .2773 2.22 -.275 1.9U5 .7227

2.8 .29 5' 2.36 -.275 2.085 .705

3.0 .312 2.50 -.275 2.?2 r
; .61

3.2 .330 7. a, -.275 2.365 .670

3.

a

.3U6 2.77 -.275 2.U95 .65U

3.6 .362 2.898 -.275 2.623 .638

3.8 .378 3.021 -.275 2.716 .A? 2

U.o .393 3.1U -.275 2.H65 .607
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Table 30

•

t e --/.,r e-./zrr £3/. £&/ -ej-7st &^
1 .80 .302 .905 .h725 ?31.5 ,J x -211.3 -20.6 .1535

.8 .875 .270 .896U .1*215 231.581 -209.2 -22.5 .250

.6 .°75 .232 .8853 .363 233..581 -206.

a

-25.1 .266

.h 1.163 .175 .865 .27U 231.581 -202.0 -29.96 -.0U2

.2 1.55 .098 .82h .1531 231.581 -192.1 -39.9 -.0532

.1 2.025 .0h8 .7765 .075 231 . 581 181.2 -52.1 -.16UU

.08 2.2 .037 .760 .0579 231.581 -177. h -56.55 -.185

.06 2.1*3 .026 .738 .OI4O6 231.581 -172.1 -62.5 -.1

.Oh 2.862 .0136 .699 5 .02125 231.581 -163.1 -73.6 -.201*

.02 3.90 .0029 .61U .O0U5U 231.581 -11*3.2 -.100. h -.2

Table 30 continued

C7/7? (

1 -.706

25/ ,

26.35 -25.71*

C7m
-.096

.8 -.631 26.1 -25.7U -.2066

.6 -.5U3 25. H -25. 7h -.290

.a -.hi 25.2 -25. 7U -.38

.2 -.229 2U.0 -25.71 -.39a

.1 -.1123 22.6 -25.7a -.325

.08 -.0865 22.13 -25.7li -.2958

.06 -.06085 21.1*6 -25.7U -.2602

.01* -.0318 20.35 -25.7a -.217

.02 -.00679 17.85 -25.7a -.1579
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Table 30 continued

1

t
.80 .095 .76 -.275 .1*85

04.

.905

.8 .
Q 75 .1036 .83 -.275 .U51* .7175

.6 .975 .111*7 .916 -.275 .3855 .532

.h 1.163 .135 1.08 -.275 .322 .31*6

.2 1.55 .176 1.1*1 -.275 .227 .161*0

.1 2.025 .2235 1.79 -.275 .1515 .0777

.08 2.2 .2U0 1.92 -.275 .1316 .06075

.06 2.h3 .262 2.098 -.275 .1095 .01U2

.01* 2R6J o3005 2.kl* -.275 .0866 .028

.? 3.Q0 .386 3.087 -.275

Table 31

.0562 .01227

CV77

1

Go
.3688

.8 .3217

.( .250

.1* .182

.2 .1027

.1 .0561

.08 .01*59

.06 .0356

.Oh .0259

.02 .013U
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Figure 27 is the phase portrait of Q^ Qc Q Q combined and sepa-
j

L L

rated.

A step input of .265 is seen to separate the load from the system

at ooint A. A recombination occurs when the load has drifted to point

B« O O f° r ^e recombined system originate from point C. Reseoara-

tion occurs at point D and the trajectory is seen to converge toward

the limit cycle described by E, F, 0, H. A steo of .08 is seen to diverge

toward the same limit cycle of magnitude .I466.
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COMBINED SYSTEM TRAJECTORY
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VELOCITY AND DISPLACEMENT OF SYSTEM AT RECOMBINATION
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1U. Conclusions.

By way of recapitulation, the eipht considered cases were governed by

the following equations.
Limit cycle

Case 1 'A q A /Q _ /
None

• SQm + .4-8 Q^ f- 6m = /

Case II • ^ / None

e <- .zee t a = '

. s~& = o
Case III . .

• r\ /

Q +- .2 Q» + Bo = / /O3

-so, = <?

Case V .. . ' ^ _ /
'

Case VI

• 5" £W -t -3 e,.

y. go
+ Go - / .SJO

= /- e.

Case IV

Case VII

Case VIII

. 6 Bt. = O

q o
+ ^ Go + Oo = / .zso

*Z Om + -/On = / - Ol
. 8 QL -h - 3 Sl. = O
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Systems were grouped in the above order so that similar inertia ratios

could be inspected as a group.

When backlash is outside the feedback looo, the system is ulti-

mately stable and does not limit cycle, however it is subject to a

residual steady state error in response to a step input, which error

may be as Treat as the magnitude of the backlash.

wher backlash is enclosed A
r. the feed back looo, a limit cycle will

invariably result providing the system possesses viscous friction only.

majority of cases considered exhibited
L O^ 61 D lines for re-

combination which approached the origin from slopes of opposite sign,

as in the following example.

Phase Plane

Stabla
Focus

Bo Oc

Figure (23)
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It was originally believed that this difference in slopes was a neces-

sary condition for the existence of a limit cycle and that the minimum

value of the Q Q Ci
line was an indication of the magnitude of the

limit cycle. Neither of these is the case. The limit cycle was always

found to occur outside of the minimum value of the0o QB line. Case VIII

showed the following configuration for the QL6t
Oq Q lines in the

m

neighborhood of the origin. / Ol &i-

Phase Plane

Stable

Focus

Qa &'

Figure (29)

This is not inconsistent with oreviously considered cases and is simply

an indication that the decrease in momentum for both load and open loop

system are equal for decreasing values of &mo

The position of the system without the load, at recombination, for

various initial separation values of ^possesses a characteristic down-

ward bow as in the following:

Phase Plane Stable Focus

Otn Q<

Figure (30)
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It was originally believed that there might be some correlation between

the existence and magnitude of the limit cycle and the position of mi;

mun value of the Q/_n Q^ recombination line, however no correlation was

found to exist.

The shape and location of this m Om line varied from system to

system with varying frictional and inertia distributions, however it always

possessed a minimum value and its most characteristic feature was the up-

ward hook in the third quadrant which corresponded to small initial Qmo

values for the separated trajectories.

Of most significance are the graphs shown as fi rures (31) and (3°).

Figure ( 31 ) is a plot of the magnitude of the limit cycle versus the

Friction of Load ratio
Friction of System

when (a) the inertia of the load (t//_ ) was equal to the inertia of the

system without the load ( <Jm ) and when (b), tjl. ~ ^ C/^7

The steeo upward slooe of the magnitude of the limit cycle with decreas-

ing fi /rr values is of interest, clearly demonstrating that the change

in frictional effects in the load is much more pronounced when the load

possesses the greater Dart of the inertia. This is illustrated by the

fact that the c/^ - i'Urn li- ne crosses the o^ = U"1 line at low values of

Figure 3? is a Dlot of the magnitude of the limit cycle versus the

ul// ratio for three different frictional distributions. This graph

presents the same information as figure (3D but in a different manner.

;

v'ost noteworthy is the change in slooe of the line with change in
f71<+jl/rr Cyc

frictional distribution. v*hen the load posses reater part of the

friction, an increase in the /{/ ratio decreases the limit cycle





where en the load possesses considerably less lg than the syst

n increase in the magnitude of the limit cycle is the result of increasing

the Jr/Jra ratio.

The overall system damping is seen to have the most effect in moving

ohe j- r , curves upward or downward while the individual Ft/TL ratiosFlay, 0^7. eye. - 1/ m

determine the slope of those curves.

From this, the following generalizations for design may be made

for the purpose of minimizing the magnitude of the limit cycle:

If the system damping is small, ^.^urn ^ „ 2_ , the Jl/Jm ratio

should be made as small as possible when backlash is included inside the

feedback loop.

If the system damping is somewhat greater, cl$urn >, .if- , the J
T
/J

ratio should be made large, and a further reduction in the limit cycle

may be achieved by placing the preponderance of damping in the load. This

is quite feasible, and would be the case when a tachometer used in feedback

is attached directly to the output shaft.
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whereas when the load possesses considerably less damping than the system,

increase in the magnitude of the limit cycle is the result of increasing

the Jr/Jn ratio.

The overall system damping is seen to have the most effect in moving

the 7— curves upward or downward while the individual FT /Fm ratiosflay. //m. CYC - If m

determine the slope of those curves.

From this, the following generalizations for design may be made

for the piirpose of minimizing the magnitude of the limit cycle:

If the system damping is small, ^fuy-n ^ „ z. , the Jl/J™ ratio

should be made as small as possible when backlash is included inside the

feedback loop.

If the system damping is somewhat greater, £furn >, .4- » the J
T
/J

ratio should be made large, and a further reduction in the limit cycle

may be achieved by placing the preponderance of damping in the load. This

is quite feasible, and would be the case when a tachometer used in feedback

is attached directly to the output shaft.
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Dividing lines for backlash in the phase
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